# HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

The LA/Glendale DWJD team have found this to be a very useful first step before inner healing or deliverance prayer. It removes many common demonic legal rights and curses over peoples’ lives. People have had even physical healings after just doing curse breaking! There might be specific curses in a person’s life that need to be broken in addition to reading this, but this is a good place to start.

There are 4 main sections.

Part One is the **General Curse breaking**. I recommend it be read aloud and witnessed by a member of your team.

Part Two is **Soul Tie breaking**. I recommend this be done in private with a team member of the same sex with great sensitivity as it involves confession of sexual relationships outside of marriage. Soul Ties can also be formed with friends, relatives or even leaders of religious or false religious institutions. Help the person through this, emphasizing that there is no condemnation or shame when they confess.

Part Three is **Freemasonry**. This is a phenomenal document that seems to break all freemasonry curses. These curses without a doubt have a significant impact on people’s lives. Signs of these curses in operation include babies born with cord around the neck and freak accidents.

Part Four is **Special Prayers. Satanic Seal breaking** should be done with any family with strong occult involvement or history of Masonry or Satanism. It is possible to have both a seal of Satan and of God. There are cases of babies who were baptized but also had an occult ceremony, which gave them a satanic seal. This prayer will break the seal and allow the deliverance to flow better.

There are other prayers in this area but a good one is **Mind Control/Mind Occult** for people who have been involved in the occult, false religion or New Age.

Hope it is useful.

In Christ,

Tim Williams
California Regional Director
GENERAL CURSE BREAKING AND DENOUNCEMENT PRAYERS

Use this prayer for everyone. Have the person read it aloud to a witness. Make sure every word is said clearly and correctly.

1 Heavenly father, I come before you now to ask forgiveness for the following areas of my life.

2 Also, I come before you on behalf my ancestors on my father and mother’s lineage going all the way back to Adam and my children to ask forgiveness for sins in the following areas. (Ex 10:5)

3 When I speak it out, Lord, I pray that you would forgive me and my ancestors and put these sins under the precious blood of my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ of Nazareth.

4 I pray also that you would break the curses in each of these areas over me, my family back to Adam on both sides of my family, including my parents and any other ancestors of mine or my spouse, any and all ex-spouses, their parents or any of their ancestors and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

FALSE RELIGION

In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses off my family line back to Adam, all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also, please sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

1 False Religion, Doctrinal Error, Spirits of Dogma, Legalism, Unbelief, Doubt, Rejection of God, Anger at God, Unbelief in God’s word as Holy Spirit inspired truth, Unbelief in God’s power, Unbelief that Jesus Christ is God, unbelief in Christ’s death and resurrection, unbelief in the finished work of Jesus at Calvary, rejection of grace, striving to win God’s love, striving to reach holiness and perfection in one’s own effort, striving to reach heaven based on merit and good works.

2 Also hypocrisy, religious bondage, religious slavery, religious murder, lust and ambition for recognition, lust and ambition for position, lust and ambition for power and control in religious matters, Jezebel and Ahab, False love, False gifts, False tongues, False discernment, False word of wisdom, false prophesy, religious dominance, false laying on of hands, self serving, selfishness, greed, no love, religious coldness, no compassion, robbing, cheating, pretense, false oaths, blockages, rigid theology, obstructionism, hatred of Truth, anti-Semitism, anti-Catholic, anti-Protestant, judgmental, lying, gossip, slander, division, criticism, stealing, cursing, daggers and backbiting.

3 I denounce all religions that do not accept Jesus Christ as Lord, and break their hold in Jesus name on my life and all future generations:


5 I cut all soul ties with the founders of these religions, the priests and leaders and with all spirits behind these religions. I denounce the spirit of False religion and all spirits under it.
PRIDE


2 I specifically denounce Leviathan (King of Pride) and remove now any crown of pride. I break all curses in these areas over myself, my family and all future generations. I ask forgiveness for any areas of taking your glory on myself. Let me do all things for the glory of God.

REBELLION

1 In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses off my family line back to Adam, all curses off myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

2 Willful disobedience, apathy, lethargy, being lukewarm, refusing to submit to God’s authority, refusing to submit to governmental authority, pastoral authority, husband’s authority, or parental authority. I ask forgiveness for any dishonoring of my mother and father.

3 Also Rebellion, self-righteousness, idolatry, being un-teachable, defensive, argumentative. Also anarchy, destruction, chaos, theft and stealing.

WITCHCRAFT

1 In the name of Jesus Christ, I now rebuke, break and loose myself and my family from any and all evil curses, fetishes, charms, vexes, hexes, spells, every jinx, all psychic powers, sorcery, bewitchments, enchantments, witchcraft, love potions and psychic prayers which have been put upon us, back to Adam on both sides of the family and off all future generations.

2 I break and loose myself from any connected spirits, from person or persons, and from any occult practice or psychic source.

3 In the name of Jesus I now renounce, break, free and loose myself and my family from all psychic heredity, demonic holds, psychic powers and bondage of physical and mental illness, family and marital and other curses upon us, back to Adam on both sides of our families resulting from sins, transgressions, iniquities, or occult and psychic involvement of myself, my parents and any other ancestors of mine or my spouse, any and all ex-spouses, or their parents or any of their ancestors and over all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

4 In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

5 Divination and seeking guidance through witchcraft and occultic practices, including: Ouija board, charming, séances, necromancy, crystal balls, phrenology, palm reading, astrology (renounce and cut off your birth sign), horoscopes, fortune telling, visionary dreams, runes, reading coffee grounds and tea leaves, dripped wax or bones.

6 Also involvement or participation in table tipping, light as a feather, stiff as a board, bloody Mary, crystals, automatic writing/painting, channeling, pagan festivals, sorcery, spells, incantations, curses, magic (black and white), water witching, dowsing, witchcraft, wish craft, warlock and Wicca, spell books, love
and worship of mother earth or earth goddess, spiritism, spiritualism, secret oaths, superstitions, Dungeon and Dragons, tarot cards and sealed vows. Belief in fairies, native spirits, banshee spirits.

7 I ask forgiveness for my involvement or the involvement of my ancestors in occult or satanic rituals including orgies, temple prostitution and annual sacrifices, worship of false gods and idols, ceremonies which worship and honor false gods and goddesses, all vows, blood oaths, oaths and covenants to false gods. Also blood sacrifices of humans, animals or children and babies and self mutilation. All Bacchanalian ceremonies or parties.

8 I now break all luciferian, satanic, freemasonry or Masonic curses off myself and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

9 I pray Lord that you would sever all psychic and demonic links into the supernatural, closing the third eye, the all seeing eye, or the third eye of Horus with the blood of Jesus, and sever all soul ties with the demonic in the above named areas in the name of Jesus Christ.

REJECTION

1 I revoke and denounce all rejection, rejection curses, perceived rejection and rejection in the womb curses, all inner vows and bitter root judgments, spoken over me or any of my ancestors.

2 I denounce all iniquities and negative emotions over myself and all my ancestors: rejection, fear of rejection, rejection of God, Anger at God, mental, physical, verbal and sexual abuse, resentment, bitterness, bitter roots, jealousy, envy, unforgiveness, grief, shame and false guilt, fear of rejection, anger at rejection, and shame of rejection and abandonment.

ANGER/HATE

1 In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses off my family line back to Adam, all curses off myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

2 Unforgiveness, anger, seething anger, rage, fury, red-hot, hate, hatred of father/mother, hatred of men/women, hatred of spouse, self-hate, impatience, irritation, wrath, temper, contention, strife, conflict, childish self-will, violence, fighting, war.

3 I pray Jesus, that you would pull down all strongholds of anger, rage and hate.

DEPRESSION

1 In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses off my family line back to Adam, all curses off myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

2 Depression, hopelessness, despair, despondency, self-destruction, suicide, suicidal thoughts, worthlessness, schizophrenia, manic depression, MPD, compartmentalization, seizures and convulsions, epilepsy, manic, paranoiac, lunatic, insanity, murderous insanity, hyperactivity, nervousness, nervous breakdowns, compulsion, obsession, senility, brain damage, addiction to drugs and alcohol, self-deception, impatience, irritation, misery, and condemnation, broken heart, wounded spirit, betrayal, bruised emotions, deep hurt.

3 I pray for the pulling down of the stronghold of depression and despair in Jesus name. I pray for the physical healing of any chemical imbalances or brain damage. I pray for the healing of any soul fragmentation.
I pray that you would deliver me now from all spirits of harassment, torment, torture and affliction.

FEAR

I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam and cut off all curses over myself, my family back to Adam and over all future generations in the areas of:

Fear and fear of: giving and receiving love freely, death, falling, darkness, dogs, cats, insects, snakes, crowds, water, drowning, close places, future, demons, Satan, storms, loss of salvation, judgment, purgatory, hell and false fear of God.

Also fear of man, fear of men, fear of women, fear of death, fear of the dark, fear of sudden noises, fear of choking, drowning, being raped, or attacked by gangs.

I denounce all demonic strongholds over myself and all my ancestors: nightmares, insomnia, night terror, mental imagery, harassment, torment, torture, superstitions of all kinds, fearful dreams, day dreaming, traumatic scenes from traumas, tragedies, accidents and terror.

DEATH/DESTRUCTION

I revoke, denounce, cancel and nullify any death wish for myself, or for others, any blood oaths or vows, any blood covenants made with sex partners outside of marriage.

I ask forgiveness for my sins and the sins of my ancestors including illegitimacy, involvement in occult, witchcraft and divination, scheming to murder, poisoning, infanticide, killing of family members (brothers, sisters, parents and children and all other relatives), abortion, miscarriage, birth control that destroys fertilized eggs, adultery, ceremonial or ritualistic sacrifice. I nullify and renounce all invitation of death spirits into the family line.

Also death of man, and death of: body, career, creativity, relationship, blessing, happiness, spiritual life, joy, freedom, honor, marriage, spiritual riches, future, vision, prosperity, purpose, design, goals, desires of the heart. I repent and break all curses of false martyrdom and dead works.

I break all these curses and every death wish, oath or curse off me, my family and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

I break all curses of destruction and Abaddon. I repent of all sins that allowed destruction to come into me and my family line. Also osmophores, vandalism, malice, senseless destruction, willful destruction, joy of destruction, arson, graffiti, pillage and looting. Also disrespect for the property and possessions of others.

MURDER

In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

Murder, revenge, retaliation, jealousy, abortion, self harm, cutting, suicide, suicide attempts, suicidal thoughts, infanticide, Molech, child sacrifice, fratricide, ritual murder and gang murder.

I denounce all books, jewelry, inanimate objects, figurines or any occult related items over myself and my ancestors.
LUST

1 In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

2 Adultery, Separation, Divorce, Infidelity, Immorality, Curses of having a bad marriages or failed marriage. Also Incest, Molestation, Rape, all spirits of Lust, all sex spirits which entered through the eyes, ears, or any orifice by participation, transfer or inheritance. I ask forgiveness for any involvement in going to strip clubs or viewing pornography in movies, magazines, video or television. Also all sexual relations with prostitutes or involvement in prostitution.

3 Also Guilt, Shame, Condemnation, Pornography, Homosexuality, Lesbianism, Sex Perversion of all kinds, Bestiality, Sodomy, Masochism, Sadism, Fornication, Masturbation Transvestitism, Occult Sex, Prostitution, Harlotry, Whoredom, Uncleanliness, Defilement, Filth, Filthy Dreams, Filthy conversation, Illicit sex, Filthy imaginations, Sexual flashbacks, Sexual Fantasies, Frigidity, Impotence, sterility, Cruelty, Incubus, Succubus, Lasciviousness, Lewdness, Nudity, Promiscuity, Flirting, Seduction, Lust of the Eyes and Lust of the Flesh, Bloodlust, Lust for Power, Position, Wealth, Fame, and Money. Come out of the sex organs, the lips, the tongue, the taste buds, throat and mind in Jesus name.

ISOLATION AND LONELINESS

1 I ask forgiveness for sins of myself and my ancestors back to Adam that allowed the following Spirits in and cut off all curses over myself and all future generations in the area of:

2 Isolation, Loneliness, Wandering, exile, toil, idleness, sloth, desolation, not enjoying the fruits of one’s labor and ruination. Also Grief at loneliness. I break all curses of divorce, banishment, execution, excommunication and dis-inheritance. I break all curses of Cain and curses associated with the repaying of good with evil, a vagabond spirit, off myself, my family back to Adam and all future generations.

JEZEBEL/AHAB

1 I separate Jezebel and Ahab and forbid them to communicate or hinder this deliverance in any way in Jesus’ name. I break all curse of Jezebel back over all ancestors on both sides and over myself, my family and all future generations. In the name of Jesus Christ, I cut, sever and break all cords, snares, controls and bondages used by these evil spirits. Father, send angels to break all yokes of bondage to Jezebel and Ahab spirits.

2 I command the Mother-child relationship to be broken and all Ahab and Jezebel patterns in marriage. Asking forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for sins that allowed the following spirits in, severing all soul ties, and breaking all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas or with the following spirits:

3 Jezebel, Manipulation, Queen of Heaven, Queen of Babylon, hatred of men, rebellion towards men, father, husband, male authority, God. Also Domination, Masculine Spirits, Untamed Tongue, Temper, Destruction of Family Priesthood and Women’s Lib. Also Ahab, Nimrod, Baal, Passivity, Laziness, Hatred of Women, Mother, Wife, Fear of Women, Childishness, Cowardice, Hidden Anger, Stuggard, Self-hatred, confusion and misogyny.

4 Also every automatic failure mechanism, discouragement, failure and worthlessness.
ADDITION

1 Addiction rooted in rejection: Gluttony, overeating, bulimia, anorexia nervosa, binging, purging, addiction and craving for food, sweets and fat.

2 All Addiction and Craving for and bondage to alcohol including beer, wine and strong drink. I denounce the alcoholic syndrome.

3 I break all curses of hangover, morning after the night before, Stupor, deception and stupidity, dishonoring the body, the temple of the Holy Spirit. Also slow death.

4 All Addiction to and Craving for and bondage to all drugs, legal and illegal: heroin, barbiturates, marijuana, speed, uppers and downers, hypnotic drugs, LSD, hallucinogenic drug, drug peddling, making drugs, opium, acid, PCP, cocaine, spray paint, methadone, psychotropic drugs, morphine, glue, crack, ice, bootlegging, hash, psycho activating drugs, valium, paxil, angel dust, Librium, lithium, Ritalin, mushrooms, all designer drugs, Demerol. Also nicotine and caffeine.

NEW AGE

1 I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam and cut off all curses over myself, my family back to Adam and over all future generations in the areas of:

2 Yoga, tantric yoga, TM, Martial arts and Martial Arts meditation, psychometry, clairvoyance, precognition, voodoo, hoooodoo, visualization, guided imagery, pyramid power, holistic health practices, psychic healing, psychics, materialization, eastern meditation, healing magnetism, hypnosis, narco-hypnosis, self-hypnosis, trances, levitation, mantras and other chants, I Ching, parapsychology, clairaudience, clairvoyance, mental telepathy, teleportation, interpreting and reading aura colors, telekinesis, psycho kinesis, biofeedback, psychic transfer of power, seeing into and through objects, ability to cause electro / mechanical malfunctions, apportation, numerology, hypnotic “past life” experiences and “past life therapy”, ESP, astral travel, astral projection, spirit guides and contacting “ascended masters”.

3 I denounce all submission to occult practices over myself and all my ancestors: acupuncture, acupressure, massages rooted in the occult, Karate, Tai Chi, all the martial arts. I denounce all spirits in this area including (yoga) Kundilini, vital breath or Prana, universal life force or Brahma, kiyai, the seven chakras, Chi, Prince of the Power of the Air. Vishnu and Shiva and break all soul ties with the founders of these sects including O’senei, Jogoro Kano, Buddha and Bodhidharma, and the honorable master – sensei. I denounce all mantras and the yell “kiyai”.

4 I ask Lord that you will nullify all covenants, vows or promises made to the occult or occult leaders in the name of Jesus Christ. I ask that you sever all legal rights in the name of Jesus Christ and close all doors that were opened with the blood of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. Please sever all demonic links between my body, soul and spirit and the demonic realm with the sword of the spirit now in the name of Jesus.

5 I denounce mind control, mind occult and the power spirits associated with them.

NATIONALITY

1 I revoke and denounce all generational curses, genealogies and nationalities that came down through the blood line over myself and all future generations. I ask forgiveness for the sins of my ancestors going back to Adam, including making oaths and vows to and the ceremonial acts involved in the worship of gods, goddesses, and idols. I ask forgiveness for all blood shed and ask that the blood of Jesus be placed over all spilled blood. I ask forgiveness for all sexual acts and rituals performed. I ask forgiveness for animal, child and human sacrifices, séances, or ceremonies carried out. I break now all curses placed on our family line, over myself, my family and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.
I denounce Prejudice, Superiority, Inferiority, all conquering and conquest spirits and all vanquished spirits. I ask forgiveness for all theft, rape, pillage, murder, attack and taking of land and territories and for the killing of family and households, villages and nations. I forgive all those who have done so to my ancestors.

I ask forgiveness and denounce the following demonic spirits over myself and all my ancestors: slavery, oppression, injustice, and idolatry of money, wealth, power, prestige, persons, animals, statues.

I also ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and ancestors for any sin allowing the following spirits in. I denounce the following spirits over myself: Prince of War, Baal, Antichrist, Abaddon, Apollyon, Aserah, Asteroth, Molech and Nike.

AMUSEMENTS

I denounce iniquities, transgressions and sins of the father over myself and all my ancestors: gambling, workaholism, alcohol, demonic entertainment, lifestyle, amusement, or music. Also tattoos, body piercing. I break all curses over me, my family and all future generations in the above named area in the name of Jesus Christ. I ask forgiveness for attending any demonic ceremony, ritual, concert or event.

FALSE WISDOM

I ask forgiveness for sins of myself and my ancestors back to Adam in the area of the worship of man’s intellect, humanism, philosophy that is not God centered, reason, science that is not God centered, evolution, rationalization, and all studies into Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Babylonian or ancient gods and goddesses that were not Christ centered.

I break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in this area in the name of Jesus Christ. I break all non-Christ centered vows, affiliations, degrees and scrolls with universities, fraternities, sororities and societies, Theosophy and all societies that worship human wisdom and intellect, rather than God’s Wisdom in the name of Jesus Christ. I denounce the Hippocratic Oath and break all curses associated with it in the name of Jesus Christ.

I pray for the mind of Christ and healing for all neurons and cells. I command, in the name of Jesus, that Satan and all his demons loose my mind completely. I ask you, Father, to send your angels to break, cut and sever all fetters, bands, chains, ties and bonds or whatever sort the enemy has managed to place in my mind by word or deed. I ask you to loose into me and my family Godly wisdom, counsel, might, knowledge, fear of the Lord, power, love, sound mind, grace, peace and self-control.

INFIRMITIES

I ask forgiveness for all sins that brought infirmity onto my family going back to Adam and myself. I ask you to show me any long term unforgiveness I am holding onto. I forgive all people who have ever hurt me, specifically my mother and father. I ask forgiveness for fear. I break now all spoken curses and vows over me and all future generations and all self spoken curses and vows over me and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

I ask forgiveness for not honoring my mother and father and pray Lord that it may go well with me and that I may enjoy a long life. I specifically break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ and denounce these spirits in the name of Jesus Christ in the following areas:

MENTAL

I declare that I have the mind of Christ. I break all curses off myself and my family back to Adam and all future generations and denounce all spirits in the area of: Disobedience, deep oppression, divination, idolatry, dabbling in the occult, lunacy, and arrested development.
Also Mental disease and illness, senility, Schizophrenia, Delusions, Fantasy, Sexual Fantasy, Celebrity, Look at me Spirit, Confusion, paranoia, Alzheimer’s, dementia, mental defects or damage, Obsessive Compulsive, poor mental recall, forgetfulness, damage caused by drugs and MPD.

Also perfectionism, self condemnation, self hatred, self-accusation, anxiety, worry, doubt, suspicion, unbelief, discouragement, possessiveness, judgmental, sloth, laziness, sluggard and idleness.

TONGUE

Lying, Blasphemy, Profanity, Filthy language and conversation, Gossip, Slander, Division, Complaining, Grumbling, Ridicule, Foolishness, Cursing and speaking death instead of life, muzzle, mute, Critical, mockery and perversity.

ORGANS AND SENSES

Unforgiveness, fear, Infirmity, Cancer, cancer of the breast, cancer of the stomach, Leukemia, cancer of the blood, cancer of the prostate, skin cancer, lung cancer, cancer of organs (pancreatic, kidney, lymphatic, liver, brain cancer) cancer of the ovaries/testicles and cancer of the rectum and intestines, tumors and uncontrolled cells.

Also arthritis, blood diseases, skin diseases, eczema, Sickle cell anemia, (ALS) Lou Garrig’s Disease, Muscular Dystrophy, Parkinson’s, Crone’s Disease, multiple sclerosis, motor neuron diseases, AIDS, stroke, paralysis, deaf and dumb, mute, baldness, chronic diseases.

Also poor eyesight, astigmatism, blindness and all eye trouble, glaucoma, diabetes, detached retina, cataracts, overeating, eating disorders, overweight, underweight, addictions, gluttony.

Also high cholesterol, heart disease and heart failure, congestive heart failure, heart conditions, murmurs, pain in the chest, false cardiac arrest, arrhythmia and other cardiac spirits, valve problems and hardening and thinning and blocking of the arteries and heart attacks and fear of all these. All blood clots and clotting, phlebitis.

Also bronchial and lung infections, asthma, poor lung capacity, emphysema, allergies, sinusitis, bronchitis and hay fever.

Also curvature of the spine, scoliosis and other bone abnormalities, bone, joint or muscle infirmities, malfunctioning organs,

Also cirrhosis of the liver, swelling, edema, itching, burning, infection, excess drainage, irritation and varicose veins. Also all chronic pain and pain in my body, include back problems, slipped discs, strains, sprains and back pain. Also deafness, hard of hearing, vertigo and troubles relating to ears and hearing, bone breaker, back breaker, traumatic shock and paralysis.

Also hemorrhoids, barrenness, impotency, sterility, miscarriage, muscle spasms, cramps, drowning, asphyxiation, smothering, fainting, suffering, coma, fits, convulsions, epilepsy, hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, high and low blood pressure, gall bladder problems, kidney infection, liver flukes, all hepatitis, crippling pneumonia, psoriasis, acne, warts, moles, and fungus.

I break all curses of deformity, infirmity, sickness, arthritis, pain, swelling infection, cancer, ulcer, tumor, cysts and weakness, over myself, my family and all future generations.

I denounce the following spirits: Lyphlumpe, Ludikie, Arrustuff, Cagumessa, Bobbennal, Erballian, Finhobul, all eel spirit from witchcraft, Aranoid, and Shablyan. I command that they come out of me harming no one and go to Jesus for Him to deal with as he wishes.
I pray healing in all these areas according to Isaiah. "By the stripes of Jesus I am healed" and I speak to every cell and the DNA and chromosomes in my body, commanding them to come into divine order as God intended now in the name of Jesus. Thank you Lord Jesus for your healing touch!

FINANCES

In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for the following areas of sin. I also ask Lord, that you would break all curses off my family line back to Adam, all curses off myself, my family and all future generations in the following areas. Also Lord sever all soul ties as I denounce any spirits attached to these areas:

Love of money, greed, covetousness, theft, stealing, using unjust scales, poverty, lack, moth, rust, mildew, not enjoying the fruits of one's labor.

I ask forgiveness for not paying all taxes due and for not tithing. I ask Lord that you would break all curses from Malachi for robbing you. Prevent pest from devouring the crops and the vines in our fields. I agree that I will pay you 10% of all my income to where your Holy Spirit tells me to, and to pay my taxes in an honest and honorable way.

BIBLICAL CURSES

BREAKING CURSE OF ILLEGITIMACY (Deut. 23)

Heavenly Father, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself, my family lineage on both sides going back to Adam for the sin of illegitimacy. I break all curses over myself, my family going back to Adam, and all future generations of illegitimacy, death, lust and poverty and being forbidden to enter the assembly of the Lord. I denounce the spirit of death, lust, poverty and isolation. Come out of me now and go to the pit of hell in the name of Jesus Christ.

OTHER BIBLICAL CURSES

I also ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and all my ancestors going back to Adam for the following sins which bring curses. I humbly ask forgiveness and pray that in the name of Jesus these curses will be lifted off and all ties severed with any spirits. Sins of:

Cursing or mistreating Jews, being a deceiver, an adulterer, disobedient to the Lord's commands, idolatry, keeping cursed objects, running a brothel, not giving to the poor, disobedience, theft and swearing falsely by the Lord’s name, ministry failing to give Glory to God, robbing God of tithes and offerings, placing a spouse or children first instead of God, dishonoring parents, worshipping idols, cheating people out of property, killing and poisoning relatives, taking advantage of the blind, oppressing strangers, widows or orphans. Also sleeping with a father's wife, a sister or an animal. Hurtling neighbors secretly, taking money to slay the innocent, pride, trusting in man and not the Lord, doing the work of the Lord deceitfully, repaying good with evil, illegitimate children, children born from incestuous unions, murder, murder indirectly, striking parents, kidnapping, cursing one’s parents, causing the unborn to die, not preventing death, involvement in witchcraft, sacrificing to false gods, following horoscopes, rebelling against pastors, turning people away from the Lord, false prophecy, not keeping virginity until marriage, not disciplining children, honoring children above God, cursing those in authority over us (government or rulers), teaching rebellion against the Lord, refusing to warn of sin, sacrifice of animals or humans, participate in séances, necromancy and fortune telling, homosexual and lesbian relations, blaspheming the Lords name. Also not obeying your laws and not giving your name the awesome reverence it deserves.

I ask specifically that all death curses be broken now off myself and all future generations, in the name of Jesus Christ. I also break all iniquity curses and Deuteronomy 28 curses off myself and all future generations.

----------------END OF GENERAL PRAYERS----------------
SOUL TIE BREAKING

1. Heavenly Father. I ask forgiveness for the sin of fornication and sexual immorality with the following list of people, in the name of Jesus Christ.

2. When I speak out their name and bring their face into my mind, and you forgive me, I will also forgive myself, allowing no shame, guilt or condemnation to come on me or remain in me. I pray you would wash me and all my body parts in the blood of the lamb so as to cleanse me and my mind. Please also, dear Lord Jesus, remove all memories of the sins as you restore me to wholeness.

3. Ask the Holy Spirit to bring to mind breaking every person you need to break soul ties with. If you cannot remember their name (i.e. prostitute or far back in memory) then say “Lord you know who this person is. I break the soul tie with that person now in the name of Jesus Christ.” Work through each person slowly. Here is a sample prayer:

4. I ask forgiveness for the sin of fornication and or sexual immorality with (name the person). I ask forgiveness for all ways in which I hurt that person during our relationship and I forgive all ways that person hurt me. Heal me in these areas now Lord. I break all one flesh relationships and sever all soul ties, physical, emotional, mental, sexual and psychic. I ask Lord that all parts of me would come back to me now, washed in the blood of the lamb, and I send all parts of them back to them, washed in the blood of the lamb. I pray also that you would now close all open doors or entry points forever in the name of Jesus Christ, including all objects of mine that they have and all objects of theirs that I have. I plead the blood of Jesus over those objects removing all legal rights to harass me and I ask that you would pull out all sexual hooks from me and them.

REPEAT THIS PRAYER WITH EVERY PERSON THE HOLY SPIRIT BRINGS TO MIND.

RESTORING THE FRAGMENTED SOUL

1. In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I break all bondages over my conscious and unconscious mind. I send out God’s angels to gather all portions of my mind that have been removed by witchcraft, Communism, Masonry, any occult or witchcraft practices, false religions, demonic music, drugs and by any other means, to be restored to me now. (Ps 23:3; 71:135:15; Job 33:10; Eze 13:17).

2. Heavenly Father, I break and renounce all evil soul ties I have ever had or may have had with: (name any Masonic lodges, adulterers, close friends, ex-spouses, cults, binding agreements between buddies, etc.). I renounce all evil soul ties, break them and declare them destroyed by the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. In the name of Jesus Christ I now renounce, break and loose myself from all demonic subjection to my mother, father, grandparents or any other human being, living or dead, who has dominated me in any way which is contrary to the will of God. I thank you Lord Jesus, for setting me free.

3. I command all demons to be bound and cast out. I ask you, Heavenly Father to send angels to uncoil, untangle, dig out, break, sever off and remove all demons and demonic roots. Also all fetters, bands, ties, bonds, coils, tangles, serpents, cords in Jesus name.

4. Father I ask that the angels gather and restore the fragments of my soul (mind, will and emotions) to their rightful place in me. In the name of the Lord Jesus, I ask for angels to unearth and break all earthen vessels, cut bonds, bands and bindings that have been put upon my soul, willingly or without my knowledge.

5. I ask that the angels free my soul from all bondages by whatever means is required. I agree and declare, Father, that the power of the Lord Jesus Christ is all powerful and effective to do this. I ask this that my soul might fully magnify and glorify the Lord.
FREEMASONRY CURSE BREAKING PRAYERS

Prepared by Selwyn Stevens and Jubilee Ministries

May be reproduced for ministry but not for sale.

There are differences relating to British Commonwealth Masonry and American and Prince Hall Masonry. Degrees unique to Americans are marked with three stars at the beginning of each paragraph. Those of British and Commonwealth decent should need to pray those.

Have the person read the following, while the other person acts as a witness and makes sure the words are all read correctly and accurately.

FREEMASONRY CURSE BREAKING PRAYER:

1 Father God, creator of heaven and earth, I come to you in the name of Jesus Christ your Son. I come as a sinner seeking forgiveness and cleansing from all sins committed against you, and others made in your image.

2 I honor my earthly father and mother and all of my ancestors of flesh and blood, and of the spirit by adoption and godparents, but I utterly turn away from and renounce all their sins. I forgive all my ancestors from the effects of their sins on me and my children.

3 I confess and renounce all of my own sins. I renounce and rebuke Satan and every spiritual power of his affecting me and my family.

4 I renounce and forsake all involvement in Freemasonry or any other lodge or craft by my ancestors and myself. In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce and cut off witchcraft, the principal spirit behind Freemasonry, and I renounce and cut off Baphomet, the Spirit of Antichrist and the spirits of Death and Deception.

5 I renounce the insecurity, the love of position and power, the love of money, avarice or greed, and the pride which would have led my ancestors into Masonry. I renounce all the fears which held them in Masonry, especially the fears of death, fears of men and fears of trusting, in the name of Jesus Christ.

6 I renounce every position held in the lodge by any of my ancestors or myself, including “Master,” “Worshipful Master,” or any other. I renounce the calling of any man “Master,” for Jesus Christ is my only master and Lord, and He forbids anyone else having that title.

7 I renounce the entrapping of others into Masonry, and observe the helplessness of others during the rituals. I renounce the effects of Masonry passed on to me through any female ancestor who felt distrusted and rejected by her husband as he entered and attended any lodge and refused to tell her of his secret activities.

8 I also renounce all obligations, oaths and curses enacted by every female member of my family through any direct membership of all Women’s Orders of Freemasonry, the order of the Eastern Star, or any other Masonic or occultic organization.

33rd and Supreme Degree

1 In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the supreme Thirty-Third Degree of Freemasonry, the Grand Sovereign Inspector General. I renounce the secret passwords DEMOLAY-HIRUM AIBFF, FREDERICK OF PRUSSIA, MICHA, MACHA, BEALIM and ADONAI and all they mean.
2 I renounce all of the obligations of every Masonic degree, and all penalties invoked.

3 I renounce and utterly forsake The Great Architect Of The Universe, who is revealed in this degree as Lucifer, and his false claims to be the universal fatherhood of God.

4 I renounce the cable-tow around the neck. I renounce the death wish that the wine drunk from a human skull should turn to poison and the skeleton whose cold arms are invited if the oath of this degree is violated.

5 I renounce the three infamous assassins of their grand master, law, property and religion, and the greed and witchcraft involved in the attempt to manipulate and control the rest of mankind.

6 In the name of God the Father, Jesus Christ the Son and the Holy Spirit, I renounce and break the curses involved in the idolatry, blasphemy, secrecy and deception of Freemasonry at every level and I appropriate the Blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse all the consequences of these from my life. I now revoke all previous consent given by any of my ancestors or myself to be deceived.

BLUE LODGE

1 In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the First or Entered Apprentice Degree, especially the effects on the throat and tongue. I renounce the Hoodwink, blindfold and its effect on spirit, emotions and eyes, including all confusion, fear of the dark, fear of the light, and fear of sudden noises.

2 I renounce the blinding of spiritual truth, the darkness of soul, the false imagination, condescension and the spirit of poverty caused by the ritual of this degree. I also renounce the usurping of the marriage covenant by the removal of the wedding ring.

3 I renounce the secret word BOAZ and all it means. I renounce the serpent clasp on the apron and the spirit of Python which it brought to squeeze the spiritual life out of me. I renounce the ancient pagan teaching from Babylon and Egypt and the symbolism of the First Tracing Board.

4 I renounce the mixing and mingling of truth and error, the mythology, fabrications and lies taught as truth, and the dishonesty by leaders as to the true understanding of the ritual, and the blasphemy of this degree of Freemasonry. I renounce the presentation to every compass direction, for all the Earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it.

5 I renounce the cable tow noose around the neck, the fear of choking and also every spirit causing asthma, hay fever, emphysema or any other breathing difficulty. I renounce the ritual dagger, or the compass point, sword or spear held against the breast, the fear of death by stabbing pain, and the fear of heart attack from this degree, and the absolute secrecy demanded under a witchcraft oath and sealed by kissing the Volume of the Sacred Law.

6 I also renounce kneeling to the false deity known as the Great Architect of the Universe, and humbly ask the One True God to forgive me for this idolatry in the name of Jesus Christ.

7 I renounce the pride of proven character and good standing required prior to joining Freemasonry and the resulting self-righteousness of being good enough to stand before God without the need of a savior. I now pray for the healing of ... (throat, vocal chords, nasal passages, sinus, bronchial tubes, etc.) for the healing of the speech area, and the release of the Word of God to me and through me and my family.

8 In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Second or Fellow Craft Degree of Masonry especially the curses on the heart and chest. I renounce the secret words SHIBBOLETH and JACHIN, and all that these mean. I renounce the ancient pagan teaching and symbolism of the Second Tracing Board.
I renounce the Sign of Reverence to the Generative Principle. I cut off emotional hardness, apathy, indifference, unbelief; and deep anger from me and my family.

In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the healing of ... (the chest/lung/heart area) and also for the healing of my emotions, and ask to be made sensitive to the Holy Spirit of God.

In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Third or Master Mason Degree, especially the curses on the stomach and womb area. I renounce the secret words TUBAL CAIN and MAHA BONE and all that they mean.

I renounce the ancient pagan teaching and symbolism of the Third Tracing Board used in the ritual. I renounce the Spirit of Death from the blows to the head enacted as ritual murder, the fear of death, false martyrdom, fear of violent gang attack, assault or rape and the helplessness of this degree. I renounce falling into the coffin or stretcher involved in the ritual of murder.

In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce Hiram Abiff, the false savior of Freemasons revealed in this degree. I renounce the false resurrection of this degree, because only Jesus Christ is the Resurrection and the Life!

In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the healing of . . . (the stomach, gall bladder, womb, liver and any other organs of my body affected by Masonry) and I ask for the release of compassion and understanding for me and my family.

I renounce the organ ritual of the “Point within a circle” with all its bondages and phallus worship. I renounce the symbol “G” and its veiled pagan symbolism and bondages. I renounce the occultic mysticism of the black and white mosaic checkered floor with the tessellated border and the five-pointed blazing star.

I renounce the All-Seeing Third Eye of Freemasonry or Horus in the forehead and its pagan and occult symbolism. I now close that Third Eye and all occult ability to see into the spiritual real, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, and put my trust in the Holy Spirit sent by Jesus Christ for all I need to know on spiritual matters.

I renounce all false communions taken, all mockery of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the Cross of Calvary, all unbelief, confusion and depression. I renounce and forsake the lie of Freemasonry that man is not sinful, but merely imperfect and so can redeem himself through good works.

I rejoice that the Bible states that I cannot do a single thing to earn my salvation, but that I can only be saved by grace through faith in Jesus Christ and what He accomplished on the cross of Calvary.

I renounce all fear of insanity, anguish, death wishes, suicide and death in the name of Jesus Christ, and He alone holds the keys to death and hell, and I rejoice the He holds my life in His hands now. He came to give me life abundantly and eternally and I believe His promises.

I renounce all anger, hatred, murderous thoughts, revenge, retaliation, spiritual apathy, false religion, all unbelief, especially unbelief in the Holy Bible as God’s Word. I renounce all spiritual searching into false religions, and all striving to please God. I rest in the knowledge that I have found my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and he has found me.

**YORK RITE**

In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the York Rite Degrees of Masonry. I renounce the Mark Lodge, and the mark in the form of squares and angles which marks the person for life. I also reject the jewel or occult talisman which may have been made from this mark sign and worn at lodge meetings; I renounce the Mark Master Degree with its secret word JOPPA, and its penalties of having the right ear smote off and the curse of permanent deafness, as well as the right hand being chopped off for being an impostor.
I also renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses involved in the other York Rite Degrees, including Past Master, with the penalty if having my tongue split from tip to root;

And the Most Excellent Master Degree, in which the penalty is to have my breast torn open and heart and vital organs removed to rot on the dung hill.

HOLY ROYAL ARCH DEGREE

In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Holy Royal Arch Degree, especially the oath regarding the removal of the head from the body and the exposing of the brains in to the hot sun. I renounce the false secret name of God, JABULON, and declare total rejection of all worship of the false pagan gods, Bul or Baal, or On or Osiris. I also renounce the password, AMMI RUHAMAH and all it means.

I renounce the false communion or Eucharist taken in this degree, and all the mockery, skepticism and unbelief about the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary. I cut off all these curses and their effects on me and my family in the name of Jesus Christ, and I pray for .. (healing of the brain, the mind etc.)

I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Royal Master Degree of the York Rite; the Select Master Degree with its penalties to have my hands chopped off to the stumps, to have my body quartered and thrown among the rubbish of the Temple.

I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Super Excellent Master Degree along with the penalty of having my thumbs cut off, my eyes put out, my body bound in fetters and brass, and conveyed captive to a strange land; and also of the Knights Order of the Red Cross, along with the penalty of having my house torn down and my being hanged on the exposed timbers.

I renounce the Knights Templar Degree and the secret word KEB RAIOTH, and also Knights of Malta Degree and the secret words MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ.

I renounce the vows taken on a human skull, the crossed swords and the curse and death wish of Judas of having the head cut off and placed on top of a church spire. I renounce the unholy communion and especially of drinking from a human skull in many Rites.

ANCIENT AND ACCEPTED OR SCOTTISH RITE

(Only the 18th, 30th, 31st, 32nd and 33rd degree are operated in British commonwealth countries)

*** I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and penalties involved in the American and Grand Orient Lodges, including of the Secret Master Degree, its secret password ADONAI and its penalties;

*** of the Perfect Master Degree, its secret password of MAH-HAH-BONE and its penalties of being smitten to the Earth with a setting maul;

*** of the Intimate Secretary Degree, its secret password of JEHovah used blasphemously, and its penalties of having my body dissected and of having my vital organs cut into pieces and thrown to the beasts of the field;

*** of the Provost and Judge degree, its secret password of HIRUM_TITO_CIVI_KY and the penalty of having my nose cut off;

*** of the Intendant of the building Degree, off its secret password AKAR-JAI-JAH and the penalty of having my eyes put out, my body cut in two and exposing my bowels;

*** of the Elected Knights of the Nine Degree, its secret password NEKAM NAKAH, and its penalty of having my head cut off and stuck on the highest pole in the East;
7 *** of the Illustrious Elect of Fifteen Degree, with its secret password of ELIGNAM, and its penalties of having my body opened perpendicularly and horizontally, the entrails exposed to the air for eight hours so that flies may prey on them, and for my head to be cut off and placed on a high pinnacle;

8 *** of the Sublime Knights elect of the Twelve Degree, its secret password of STOLKIN_ADONAI and its penalty of having my hand cut in twain;

9 *** of the Grand Master Architect Degree, its secret password RAB-BANAIM and its penalties;

10 *** of the Knights of the Ninth Arch of Solomon Degree, its secret password JEHOVAH, and its penalties of having my body given to the beasts of the forest as prey;

11 *** of the Grand Elect, Perfect and Sublime Mason Degree, its secret password and its penalties of having my bowels given to vultures for food;

COUNCIL OF PRINCES OF JERUSALEM

1 *** of the Knights of the East Degree, its secret password RAPH-O-DOM, and its penalties;

2 *** of the Prince of Jerusalem Degree, its secret password TEBET-ADAR, and its penalties of being stripped naked and having my heart pierced with a ritual dagger;

CHAPTER OF THE ROSE CROIX

1 *** of the Knights of the East and West Degree, its secret password ABADDON, and its penalties of incurring the severe wrath of the Almighty Creator of Heaven and Earth;

18th DEGREE

1 In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and penalties involved in the Eighteenth Degree of Masonry, the Most Wise Sovereign Knight of the Pelican and The Eagle and Sovereign Prince Rose Croix of Heredom. I renounce and reject the Pelican witchcraft spirit, as well as the occultic influence of the Rosicrucians and the Kabbala in this degree.

2 I renounce the claim that the death of Jesus Christ was a "dire calamity," and also the deliberate mockery and twisting of the Christian doctrine of Atonement. I renounce the blasphemy and rejection of the deity of Jesus Christ and the secret words IGNE NATURA RENOVATUR INTEGRA and its burning. I renounce the mockery of the communion taken in this degree, including a biscuit, salt and white wine.

COUNCIL OF KADOSH

1 *** I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and penalties involved in the Grand Pontiff Degree, its secret password EMMANUEL and its penalties;

2 *** of the Grand Master of Symbolic Lodges Degree, its secret password JEKSON and STOLKIN and its penalties;

3 *** of the Noachite of Prussian Knights Degree, its secret password PELEG and its penalties;

4 *** of the Knight of the Royal Axe Degree, its secret password NOAH-BEZALEEL-SONIAS, and its penalties;

5 *** of the Chief of the Tabernacle Degree, its secret password URIEL-JEHOVAH, and its penalty that I agree the Earth should open up and engulf me up to my neck so I perish;
6 *** of the Prince of the Tabernacle Degree, and its penalty that I should be stoned to death and my body left above ground to rot;

7 *** of the Knight of the Brazen Serpent Degree, its secret password MOSES-JOHANNES, and its penalty that I have my heart eaten by venomous serpents;

8 *** of the Prince of Mercy Degree, its secret password GOMEL, JEHOVAH-JACHIN, and its penalty of condemnation and spite by the entire universe;

9 *** of the Knight commander of the Temple Degree, its secret password SOLOMON, and its penalty of receiving the severest wrath of Almighty God inflicted upon me;

10 *** of the Knight Commander of the Sun, or Prince Adept Degree, its secret password STIBIUM, and its penalties of having my tongue thrust through with a red-hot iron, of my eyes being plucked out, of my senses of smell and hearing being removed of having my hands cut off and in that condition being left for voracious animals to devour me, or executed by lighting from heaven;

11 *** of the Grand Scottish Knight of Saint Andrew Degree, its secret password NEKAMAH-FURLAC, and its penalties;

12 *** of the Council of Kadosh Grand Pontiff Degree, its secret password EMMANUEL, and its penalties;

30th DEGREE

1 I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Thirtieth Degree of Masonry, the Grand Knight Kadosh and the Knight of the Black and White Eagle. I renounce the secret passwords STIBIUM ALKABAR, PHA-RASH-KOH and all they mean.

31st DEGREE, GRAND INSPECTOR INQUISITOR COMMANDER

1 I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Thirty-First Degree of Masonry, the Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander. I renounce all the gods and goddesses of Egypt which are honored in this degree, including Arubis with the ram’s head, Osiris the Sun god, Isis, the sister and wife of Osiris and also the moon goddess. I renounce the Soul of Cheres, the false symbol of immortality, the Chamber of the dead and the false teaching of reincarnation.

32nd DEGREE, SUBLIME PRINCE OF THE ROYAL SECRET

1 I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the 32nd Degree of Masonry, the Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret. I renounce the secret passwords, PHALL/PHARASH-KOL and all they mean. I renounce the Masonry’s false Trinitarian deity AUM, and its parts’ Brahma the creator, Vishnu the preserver and Shiva the destroyer. I renounce the false deity of AHURA-MAZDA, the claimed spirit or source of all light and the worship with fire, which is an abomination to God, and also the drinking from a human skull in many Rites.

SHIRINERS (only in North America)

1 *** I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and penalties involved in the Ancient Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. I renounce the piercing of the eyeballs with a three-edged blade, the flaying of the feet, the madness, and the worship of the false god of Allah as the god of our fathers.

2 I renounce the hoodwink, the mock handing, the mock beheading, the mock drinking of the blood of the victim, the mock dog urinating on the initiate, and the offering of urine as a commemoration.
ALL OTHER DEGREES

1 I renounce the other oaths taken, the rituals of every other degree and the curses involved. These include the Allied Degrees, The Red Cross of Constantine, the Order of the Secret Monitor, and the Masonic Royal Order of Scotland.

2 I renounce all other lodges and secret societies including the Prince Hall Freemasonry, Grand Orient Lodges, Mormonism, The Order of Amaranth, the Royal Order of Jesters, the Manchester unity Order of Oddfellows, Buffalos, Druids, Foresters, The Orange and Black lodges, Elks, Moose and Eagle Lodges, the Ku Klux Klan, the Grande, the Woodmen of the World, Riders of the Red Robe, the Knights of Pythias, the Mystic Order of the Veiled Prophets of the Enchanted Realm, the Women’s Order of the Eastern Star, of the Ladies Shrine of Jerusalem, the girl’s order of the Daughters of the Eastern Star, the international Order of Job’s Daughters, and of the Rainbow, and the boy’s Order of De Molay, and their effects on me and all my family.

FINANCIAL

1 I renounce Hermes, God of good fortune. I renounce the curse of bankruptcy that comes through any covenant of freemasonry, whether in marriage or in partnerships. I loose my finasses from all bankruptcy.

2 I renounce Hermes’ “ill fortune” over my finances.

3 I renounce the oath “to pluck with violence” over my finances, my inheritance in Christ and my spiritual life.

4 I renounce the stripping of all moneys to symbolize poverty. I denounce the False King of Freemasonry.

5 I renounce the curse of losing my home through bankruptcy, poverty and inability to secure a loan. I renounce all bondage of moving financially two steps forward, then three steps backwards. Or even one! I declare that I will no longer accept that, “The blessing of the Lord makes one rich, and he adds no sorrow with it” Prov 10:22

6 I renounce the curse of the Poor box of Freemasonry and symbolically give it to Jesus to dispose of.

7 I renounce all manipulation towards ungodly giving away of assets and blessings.

8 I renounce the covenant ring of Freemasonry off all my finance and financial interchanges and give it Jesus symbolically to dispose of.

FINAL PRAYER

1 Lord Jesus, because you want me to be totally free from all occult bondages, I will burn all objects in my possession which connect me with all lodges and occultic organizations, including Masonry, Witchcraft, Mormonism and all regalia, aprons, books of rituals, rings and other jewelry. I renounce the effect these or other objects of Masonry, including the compass and the square, have had on me or my family, in the name of Jesus.

2 I renounce every spirit associated with Masonry and Witchcraft and all other sins, and I command in the name of Jesus Christ for Satan and every spirit to be bound and to leave me now touching or harming no one and to go to the place appointed for you by the Lord Jesus, never to return to me or my family.

3 I call on the name of the Lord Jesus to be delivered of these spirits; in accordance with the many promises of the bible. I ask to be delivered from every spirit of sickness, infirmity, curse, affliction, addiction, disease or allergy associated with these sins I have now confessed and renounced. I surrender to God’s Holy Spirit and to no other spirit all the places in me life where these sins have been.
REMOVING THE REGALIA

1. Symbolically remove the blindfold (hoodwink) and give it to the Lord for disposal;
2. In the same way, remove the veil of mourning;
3. Symbolically cut and remove the noose from around the neck, gather it up with the cable tow running down the body and give it to the Lord for His disposal;
4. Renounce the false Freemasonry marriage covenant, removing from the forth finger of the right hand the ring of this false marriage covenant, giving it to the Lord for His disposal;
5. Symbolically remove the chains and bondages of Freemasonry from your body;
6. Symbolically remove all Freemasonry regalia and armor, especially the apron;
7. Invite participants to repent of and seek forgiveness for having walked on all unholy ground, including Freemasonry Lodges and temples, including any Mormon or any other occultic/Masonic organizations;
8. Symbolically remove the ball and chain from the ankles;
9. Proclaim that Satan and his demons no longer have any legal rights to mislead and manipulate the person seeking help.

CONCLUDING PRAYER

1 Holy Spirit, I ask that you show me anything else which I need to do or to pray so that I and my family may be totally free from the consequences of the sins of Masonry, witchcraft, Mormonism and all related Paganism and Occultism.

2 Pause while listening to God, and pray as the Holy Spirit leads you.

3 Now, dear Father God, I ask humbly for the blood of Jesus Christ, your Son and my Savior, to cleanse me from all these sins I have confessed and renounced, to cleanse my spirit, my soul, my mind, my emotions, and every part of my body which has been affected by these sins, in the name of Jesus Christ.

4 I also command every cell in my body to come into divine order now, and to be healed and made whole as they were designed to be by my loving Creator, including restoring all chemical imbalances and neurological functions, controlling all cancerous cells and reversing all degenerative diseases, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.

5 I ask you, Lord, to baptize me in your Holy Spirit now according to the promises in your Word, I take to myself the whole armor of God in accordance with Ephesians Chapter Six, and rejoice in its protection as Jesus surrounds me and fills me with His Holy Spirit. I enthrone you, Lord Jesus, in my heart, for you are my Lord and my Savior, the source of eternal life. Thank you, Father God for your mercy, your forgiveness and your love, in the name of Jesus Christ, amen!
SPECIALIZED PRAYERS

BREAKING OCCULT DEDICATIONS AND OCCULT SEALS

Use for people involved in Satanic or Cultic Ritual Abuse and also for people with generations of unbelief, occult or rebellion/rejection of God. Very effective prayer if deliverance seems to be going nowhere!

1. First Break Dedication. Repeat prayer 3 times. You read the question and have the person answer 2. Next, Break Seal. Repeat prayer 3 times. Both you and the person can do this together.

1. BREAK DEDICATION

Q: Do you renounce Satan and all the spiritual forces of wickedness that rebel against God?  
A: I renounce them
Q: Do you renounce all evil powers of this world which corrupt and destroy the creatures of God  
A: I renounce them
Q: Do you renounce all sinful desires that draw you from the love of God  
A: I renounce them
Q: Do you turn to Jesus Christ and accept him as Lord and Savior?  
A: I do.
Q: Do you put your whole trust in His grace and love?  
A: I do.
Q: Do you promise to follow and obey Him as your Lord?  
A: I do.

REPEAT 3 times in total! Then:

2. BREAK SEAL

In the name of Jesus Christ, I break every seal of Satan and I set you free by the sword of the Holy Spirit.

REPEAT 3 times in total!

----------------------

SPECIALIZED FALSE RELIGION

Use for people coming out of cults or other religious backgrounds.

In the name of Jesus, I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors back to Adam for my involvement in false religions. I ask that all oaths, vows, promises, obligations, commitments, rash promises or pledges be canceled with the following organizations, cults or religions in the name of Jesus Christ:

HINDUISM

1. In the name of my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, I renounce all belief in reincarnation, karma and all other Hindu beliefs. Hebrews 9:27 tells us that “man is destined to die once and after that to face judgment, so Christ was sacrificed once to take away the sins of many people.” Only by accepting the free gift of salvation through Jesus Christ can we have our sins forgiven and gain eternal life, not through self effort or self-purification.

---

1 I have dealt with some common ones. Please refer to Bob Larson’s Book on Cults for more detailed information about other cults/religions.
In the name of Jesus Christ, I break all soul ties with and specifically denounce the false god incarnation avatar or Bhagavat-Gita, the false Trinity Brahma, Vishnu (Vedic Sun god) or Narayana, and Shiva, Rama, Krishna, Budsha and Kalkin, Prana, Shesh (Seven headed cobra Serpent King). Also Bhairava (God of terror) and denounce using the father’s skull as a bowl, Ardhanaresara, the hermaphrodite, Nataraja, the Lord of the Dance. I denounce the white bull Nandi. I denounce the practice of taking drugs, starvation and self mutilization. I denounce the lingam, or phallus and rampant sexuality.

I denounce Shakti and ask forgiveness on behalf of my ancestors going back to Adam for the practices of orgies, temple prostitution and annual sacrifices. I denounce sutee and ask forgiveness for the sacrifice of widows.

I denounce Kali and ask forgiveness on behalf of my ancestors going back to Adam for heading victims and wearing a necklace of skulls.

In the name of Jesus Christ, I break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with and ask forgiveness for consulting with Swamis, Sadhus, guru, perfect master or satguru. I denounce all false supernatural powers (siddhis) and the false merging with God. I ask forgiveness for seeking enlightenment, astral travel or astral projection, false union with god through yoga, bhakti yoga, karma yoga, jana yoga and raja yoga. I ask forgiveness for seeking liberation from the bondage of karma (moksha) and belief in the Universal soul.

In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce and ask forgiveness for idolatrous ceremonies and rituals and worship of false deities. I ask forgiveness for the worship and idolatry of mother-goddess of life, holy cows and the drinking of their urine to purify the soul and use of the cow manure. I renounce the social creed of ahimsa and break all soul ties with Mahavira. I denounce the three false jewels “Right Faith, Right Knowledge and Right Living. I denounce guru Nanak and Sat Nam or True Name. I denounce the Granth and Sikhism. I denounce the militant Sikhism and the kes (long hair), kangha (comb), kachha (short pants), kara (iron bracelet) and kirpan (sword), symbolically removing all these and given them to Jesus for his disposal. I denounce the Vedanta movement and swami Vivekananda and Sri Ramakrishna.

TAOISM

In the name of Jesus Christ, I denounce all beliefs in Taoism including the principles of yin and yang, that we are microcosmic organism that must be brought into alignment with the macrocosm of the universe.

I denounce and break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with Lao-tse and the Tao bible, Tao Te Ching or The Way To Virtue. Also Chuang Tzu and the false Three Jewels compassion, moderation and humility. I denounce the concept of a universal non moral energy force or ch'i. I denounce the Prince of the Powers of the Air and the practices of acupuncture and acupuncture and the alignment of the chakras. I denounce “The Way” as Jesus Christ is the Way, the truth and the life.

ISLAM

In the name of Jesus Christ, I denounce all beliefs in Islam, and sever all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with Allah and Mohammed (Ubu'l-Kassim) and djinn (demons). I denounce the Qur'an (Koran) as the false word of God. I remove the false religious burdens placed on me and pull down the five false pillars; to recite the shahada daily, daily prayer towards Mecca, Almsgiving, Fasting during Ramadan and a Hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca. I cannot earn my salvation through works - it is a free gift of God provided through his son, Jesus Christ. I renounce the false teachings and burdens of Islam and remove the yoke symbolically giving it to Jesus Christ. I take Jesus yoke which is light.

In the name of Jesus Christ, I specifically denounce and break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with the Wahhabi sect and Ibn Abd al-Wahhab, the Shiite sect, the Madhi (false messiah) and all ceremonies of scourging with knives and chains and self-mutilation ritual laments, the
hashshashin (hash eaters) and the Aga Khan, and the Sunnite sect, Muawiya, Abu Bakr, Omar, Othman and Ali.

In the name of Jesus Christ, I specifically denounce and break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with Sufism, Al-Hasan of Basra, Melvanya Celaleddin Rumi, the practice of attempted union with God, of rite of twirling dance (dervish), false meditation and trances, metaphysics of ecstasy and the spirits of awliya, and qub (the chief or pole of the world).

In the name of Jesus Christ, I specifically denounce and break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with Black Muslimism, Timothy Drew or Noble Drew Ali, the false teachings of the moorish-american science temples, , the false teachings that the white man was the creation of mad black scientist, the Aquarian Gospel, Levi Dowling, Wallace Fard, Elijah Muhammed (Robert Poole), the nation of Islam, the Community of Islam in The West.

MACUMBA (Brazil) AND CANDOMBLE

In the name of Jesus Christ, I denounce all beliefs in Macumba and Candomble and the gods Macumba, Iemanja, Orixa, Olorum, or Lord of the Sky, severing all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with these spirits. I denounce all rites and ceremonies and hereby revoke and renounce all oaths, vows, promises, obligations and legal rights I may have given for spirits to enter me.

I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors going back to Adam for all ceremonies involved in the worship of Macumba, including the lighting of candles to pay ritual homage to Iemanja, goddess of the sea, offering chickens worship of Orixa, Olorum, or Lord of the Sky.

Also consulting mediums, witchcraft, spiritism, walking on glass and hot coals, swallowing razors, nails screws, eating light bulbs, jabbing nails through cheeks or any other form of self-mutilation or ritual act. Also the ritual sacrifice of animals, children and humans, including the trauma and terror involved, the use of chanting and ritual, torture, orgies, sexual ritual abuse, trances, séances, and other abuse including rape with objects and crucifixes.

I sever all soul ties with the Mother of Gods, macumbeiros (priests), any one I went to these rituals or ceremonies with, anyone who prayed with me or over me, all witch doctors, spiritists or mediums and with Antonio Conselheiro.

I break all curses, death hexes and harassing spirits over myself, my family and all future generations from involvement of myself and/or my ancestors in Macumba or Candomble. I break all curses, death hexes and harassing spirits actively being placed on me, my family, my health, my relationships, my work, my finances now in the name of Jesus Christ and send them back to the pit.

VOODOO (Haiti) AND SANTERIA (Cuba and Latino) AND SHANGO (Trinidad)

In the name of Jesus Christ, I denounce all beliefs in Voodoo, Santeria, Palo Mayombe and Shango and denounce the Grand Master, Baron Samedi (death spirit), Tontons Maoutes, Ogun (iron and war), Erzulie (god of life), Damballah. I denounce all rada rites and petro (bloody) rites and hereby revoke and renounce all oaths, promises, obligations and legal rights I may have given for spirits to have entered me. I denounce the sect creed “Take care of the gods and they will take of you”

I ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and my ancestors going back to Adam for all ceremonies involved in the worship of the Grand Master, Baron Samedi (death spirit), Tontons Maoutes, Ogun (iron and war), Erzulie (god of life), Damballah

Also the ritual practice of witchcraft involving the use of snakeskin, bird claws, bones, roots, incense, statues, candles, feathers, needles in representations of people and other paraphernalia and the practice of casting voodoo spells and magic and using voodoo positions to gain control over people, win lawsuits, hurt
or curse people, win lawsuits or seduce people. Also the ritual sacrifice of animals, children and humans, including the trauma and terror involved, the use of chanting and ritual, torture, orgies, sexual ritual abuse, trances, calling in spirits, seances, and other abuse including rape with objects and crucifixes and the use of human skulls.

I sever all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with any one I went to these rituals or ceremonies with, anyone who prayed with me or over me, all witch doctors, spiritists or mediums and with the Santeros (priests), “Papa Doc” Duvalier, Jean-Claude “Baby Doc” Duvalier, Walter Serge King”, Chief Bab (babalawo) and all babalawos.

I break all curses, death hexes and harassing spirits over myself, my family and all future generations from involvement of myself and/or my ancestors in Voodoo, Santeria, Palo Mayombe and Shango. I break all curses, death hexes and harassing spirits actively being placed on me, my family, my health, my relationships, my work, my finances now in the name of Jesus Christ and send them back to the pit.

MORMONISM

1 In the name of Jesus Christ, I denounce all beliefs in Mormonism and Moroni, the Nephites and ask forgiveness on behalf of myself and all my ancestors for all sins relating to this religion. I break all rituals and ceremonial rites, oaths, vows, promises and obligations in the name of Jesus Christ. I denounce the false doctrine of the Mormon Church, the Church of the Latter Day Saints, including the practice of polygamy. Also the belief and practice of adding to the atoning work of Jesus Christ through the addition of human blood sacrifice. I denounce the killing of another man as a righteous act or the words of “loving our neighbor as ourselves...if he wants salvation and it is necessary to spill his blood...spill it.” And the view that “as God once was man is now and as God is now, man may become”. I ask forgiveness for sins of murder committed within the church.

2 I also sever all ties with and denounce the false books: book of Mormon, the Doctrines and Covenants, the Pearl at Great Price and all beliefs that these books are superior to the bible. I denounce all its links with freemasonry and all spirits of witchcraft, false religion and Baal. I denounce all vows and position in the Aaronic and Melchizedek priesthood. I break all binding temple oaths and the curse that this will jeopardize my hope of eternal life.

3 I break all soul ties (emotional, psychic, sexual, physical and mental) with Joseph Smith, Joseph Brigham Young, with my priest, those people with who I went to services with, Cowedery, Hyrum and Samuel Smith.

4 I break all curses over myself, my family and all future generations from involvement of myself and/or my ancestors in Mormonism.

MIND CONTROL AND NEW AGE PRAYERS

Use this prayer when people have been actively involved in the new age, science or cults.

1 Heavenly Father, In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind and cast down the strongman and every stronghold of Satan in my life over the New Age movement.

2 In Jesus Christ’s name and from my position in the third heaven, I bind and cast down all ascended Masters and spirit Guides I have contacted. I confess the sin of spiritism and break all soul ties and legal rights for these spirits to harass me in Jesus’ name.

3 Heavenly Father, I ask in Jesus’ name that you instruct your angels to come by legions to attack, bind and pull down the works of all Mind control, Mind Occult and Mind binding spirits. I bind the ability to communicate and draw power. I bind all power spirits, and sever them off. I take the sword of the spirit and remove the spirits from my mind, binding their tentacles. I ask forgiveness and placing the blood of Christ over my mind, separating my mind from the spirits.
4 In Jesus’ mighty name, I rebuke and cast down all evil spirits working through Witchcraft, Sorcery, Divination and Necromancy.

5 I rebuke, bind and cast down all spirits working through eastern mysticism, reincarnation, transcendental meditation, soul travel martial arts and yoga, in the name of Jesus.

6 I rebuke, bind and cast down all wicked spirits working through mantras, tantra, maithuna Hatha Yoga, Mundra, Yantra, Ying and Yang in Jesus’ name.

7 I rebuke, bind and cast down all the Familiar spirits which are being channeled through visualization, spirit guides, inner healing, ascended masters, crystal helpers, bodiless spheres of light, dolphin deva and universal intelligence.

8 In the name of Jesus, I rebuke, bind and cast down and strip the powers from all New Age gods of Maitreya, Vishnu, Imam Mahad, “Christ” Sanat Kumara, Shiuu and the Kundilini.

9 Heavenly Father, in the name of Jesus Christ, I also come against, bind and cast down the following spirits who are being channeled:

10 Adept, Alexander, Alien Soul, Ascended Masters, Asiar Command, Basher, Celestial Sees, Crystal Woman, Divine Flame Holder, Divine Counterpart, Djwal Khul, Dr. Peebles;


12 Konar, Kristos, Kuthumi, Lanto, Lazaris, Light Worker, Lilly, Maat, Mafu, Magician, Master R, Master, Medicine Woman, Medicine Man Sorcerer, Medicine Man, Mentor Mystic, Mystical Traveler;


14 I ask now Lord to loose angels to attack and remove all ten tentacles from the Mind control spirits from me and force it to go to the pit of hell in Jesus’ name. I also pray a Spirit of Fire from Isaiah onto the tentacles to loose their hold. I pray for additional discernment from the Holy Spirit if there are any other areas this spirit is holding onto. It must release me and leave now in Jesus’ name.

NOTES: Mind Control is a powerful and tough spirit is tough to move! He is one of the few spirits that will give no indication that he is being defeated. He will fight right to the end! He holds onto even the smallest right and you need to be thorough in making sure you have broken all its legal rights. He usually has several divisions under him, and it is advisable to slowly work your way through all his support structure until he is left isolated. People will often feel this on their head, sometimes even moving around. When Jesus said certain types comes out only with prayer and fasting he might well have been talking about Mind Control! He heads up many occultic types and often has other mind related spirits under him too (Delusion, Paranoia, Schizophrenia etc).
BREAKING THE HIPPOCRATIC OATH

Use for Doctors, children of Doctors or anyone who has said this oath or descended from someone who has made this oath.

1 Heavenly Father, I come before you now on behalf of myself and my ancestors on my father and mothers line going all the way back to Adam. I thank you for your gifts of healing and your desire for physical healing. I thank you for the medical profession which is used of God to bring healing. I also though, God want to ask forgiveness on behalf of my ancestors and myself for areas in which Satan has made in roads into this profession. I ask forgiveness for any worship of the wisdom of man, science, intellect or self and faith and trust in man, science or intellect instead of you. I ask forgiveness for sins committed within the medical community of abortion, euthanasia, respect or approval of man, unnecessary surgery, charging of excessive fees, greed, idolatry, deception, physical, verbal or sexual abuse.

2 I specifically ask forgiveness and break now all oaths, vows, promises, obligations, pledges, affiliations with the Hippocratic Oath, universities, colleges, hospitals and unions or societies. I break all soul ties (emotional, physical, mental and psychic with all professors, mentors, heads of institutions and other colleges or friends) and I denounce the Hippocratic Oath. I ask forgiveness for swearing by Apollo because in Matthew 5 we are told not so swear by false gods. I break all curses that this oath has brought on me, my family and all future generations in the name of Jesus Christ.

3 The Hippocratic Oath is in brackets. Read the bold paragraphs in between that break its effect.

[I swear by Apollo the physician and Aesculapius and health and all the gods and goddesses that according to my ability and judgment I will keep this oath and this stipulation to reckon him who taught me this art equally dear to me as my parents;]

4 I break all soul ties and denounce Apollo, Appolyon, Aesculapius, Hypocrite and all other gods and goddess including Mercury, twined by two serpents (the god of commerce and cleverness, lying, eloquence and travel). I break this oath in Jesus name, asking forgiveness for taking it. I break all soul ties with those who taught me this art and I come against the lie that I must honour them as my parents. I remove all parental authority this has given them over me now and place God as the authority over me.

[to share my substance with him and relieve his necessities if required; to look on his offspring in the same footing as my own brothers and to teach them this art if they shall wish to learn it without fee or stipulation; and that by precept, lecture and every other mode of instruction I will impart a knowledge of the art to my own sons and those of my teachers and to disciples bound by a stipulation and oath according to the law of medicine , but to none others.]

5 I break all obligations in the name of Jesus Christ to the offspring of the medical professors, all fraternal bonds with them and all obligations of instructing my own offspring in the art of medicine. I break all bondages to the law of medicine in the name of Jesus and bind myself to him alone.

[I will follow that system of regimen which, according to my ability and judgment I consider for the benefit of my patients, and abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischievous. I will give no deadly medicine to any one if asked nor suggest any such council, and in a like manner I will not give to a woman a pessary too produce abortion. With purity and with holiness I will pass my life and practice my art.]

6 I break all oaths and bind myself to the will of Jesus Christ alone.

[I will not cut persons laboring under the stone, but will leave this to be done by men who are practitioners of this work. Into whatever houses I enter, I will go into them for the benefit of the sick and}
will abstain from every voluntary act of mischief and corruption, and further, from the seduction of females or males, of freemen and slaves.
Whatever, in connection with my professional practice, or not in connection with it, I see or hear, in the life of men, which ought not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge as reckoning that all such should be kept secret.

While I continue to keep this oath un-violated, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and the practice of the art, respected by all men, in all times, but should I trespass and violate this oath, may the reverse be my lot.

7 In the areas where I have not upheld this oath this produces a curse of not enjoying life. I now break all death curses on me and break all curses of not enjoying life. I nullify this oath now in the name of Jesus Christ. I free all aspects of my life from this oath and the spirits attached in the name of Jesus. I command all spirits that entered through this oath to leave now and go to the pit in the name of Jesus.